1:30 PM Jennings, Karen L. 5301B
TIMING OF STORM-INDUCED DEPOSitional EVENTS ON VERMONT alluvial Fans (GSA Quaternary Geology and Geomorphology Division) Reno/Sparks B889

T54. Big Storms of the Past: Evidence and Importance of Paleostorms in the Geologic Record (GSA Quaternary Geology and Geomorphology Division)

1:45 PM Ely, Lisa L.
HOLOCENE FLOOD ACTIVITY IN DIFFERENT CLIMATIC REGIONS OF THE WESTERN U.S. (GSA Quaternary Geology and Geomorphology Division) Reno/Sparks B889

2:05 PM Knox, James C.
HOLOCENE STRATIGRAPHIC RECORD OF LARGE FLOODS ON THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER, NORTHWESTERN ILLINOIS AND WESTERN WISCONSIN (GSA Quaternary Geology and Geomorphology Division) Reno/Sparks B889